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About This Content

DLC pack description:

Based on player wishes, these five all-new vehicles bring a new twist to your game! The Tatra 4m tram and Capitol S metro train
are novelties on tracks, and the three new articulated buses offer a pleasant way for the citizens to get around.

Tatra 4m tram carries plenty of passengers and is fairly fast. The Capitol S metro train excels in low maintenance costs. Maurice
Ikaros bus also has very modest maintenance costs, but in addition has a good engine that gives it plenty of speed. It's

companions, Arnauld GL and Nova SA, are also articulated and carry a lot of passengers. Where the Nova SA consumes lot of
fuel, the GL is more efficient and also carries more passengers.

These five fan favorites are sure to take your mass transit fleets to new lengths!
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Colossal Order Ltd.
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Minimum:

OS:Microsoft Windows XP/Vista/7/8

Processor:2 GHz Dual core

Memory:3 GB RAM

Graphics:nVIDIA GeForce 8800, 512 MB RAM or ATI Radeon HD 3850, 512 MB RAM

DirectX®:9.0

Hard Drive:2 GB HD space

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

English,German
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Not a bad pack if I'm honest.

The Capitol S is a pretty balanced Metro train that will serve most routes well, though most of the trains from the Metro
Madness pack will serve those lines better.

The Tatra 4M is the largest tram that can feasibly share road space with cars. It's high capacity, is faster than all other trams in
its class and is physically much shorter.

The Maurice Ikaros is a very middle-of-the-road vehicle with good statistics all around compared to its competition. The only
downside is it's physically very large for its capacity, other vehicles in its class may achieve better capacity simply because you
can fit more on the road.

The Nova SA is a rather practical vehicle and plays off the Back to the Past pack's EvoUrban very well.

The Arnauld GL is the largest bus in the game, both capacity and size wise. It works best when it's off major roads and on
dedicated Busways. But at that point you may as well build a Metro or Light Rail line.. You get vehicles of different types in one
pack and I love busses, so I going to recommend this.

Beware though, that all 3 busses are articulated and their sizes (15, 20, 29) are in between those of the base game. So on scale
from game-play to eye-candy, that would the latter. Also, it doesn't really feel balanced to me.

Going through it with the vehicle editor also shows that whoever put in the values didn't bother the read the description of the
pack. To give an example, the Nova SA, which presumably uses a lot of fuel, has a fuel value of 60, which is only slightly above
the Toyoka Hayaku (50) and far below the average of the Stern-Berger Dreifach (75) and Jubilee Futurus (100).

But then, if you buy some new vehicles, you want them to be better than the stock ones, right?
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